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You are not going to succeed in any kind of 
business without putting in the time and effort 
and, in order to do this, you need to get into the 
right frame of mind. In the video for module ten, 
Ron, Joe and Dean discuss the five key beliefs to 
developing the mindset required to succeed.

In the first part of the video, Dean introduces the 
concept of 'I Believe in C.A.N.I – Constant and 
Never-Ending Improvement.’ As with anything else 
in life, we are always learning and always 
improving on the skills and other things that we 
focus on. Dean reminds us that, once we have 
reached the point where we feel confident 
enough to teach others something, then we have 
mastered a skill to a high level, although it 
doesn't stop here.

The next key belief discussed is how your attitude 
is entirely up to you. While we are conditioned by 
many things in society to feel negative about the 
world around us, being good at anything 
involving marketing requires that you develop a 
positive attitude. In order to make this happen, 
you should spend more time interacting with 
people who inspire you and less time being around 
people and things that make you feel negative.

In the introductory video to the Master Anything 
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Formula, Joe mentions the third key belief of 
developing the mindset of success – the belief 
that your success is guaranteed. Provided that 
you don't make the choice to quit, consistent 
effort and the willpower to remain committed and 
coachable will inevitably lead to success. It 
might take some people longer than others, but it 
will happen eventually.

The fourth key belief reminds us that we 
ourselves are valuable, as is our time. Ron 
discusses how entrepreneurship differs from a 
career and how, in the former, it is up to you to 
focus your energies on the right activities in a 
consistent routine. Effectively, you need to be 
the toughest employer for yourself. This means 
being committed and reliable and not wasting time 
on activities which distract you or leads which 
are not likely to get you anywhere. Network 
marketing is about sorting the good leads from 
the bad rather than squandering your time on the 
latter. Sorting is also easy to duplicate among 
your recruits.

Finally, the fifth key belief talks about 
convincing yourself and others that you have a 
life-changing opportunity. Enthusiasm is key 
when it comes to success and it is also 
contagious.
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1. I believe in C._________ A.___________ 
N._____________ I._____________________

3 ways to be in C.A.N.I. are: 

a. R______________
b. O______________
c. A_______________

“I know that already.” is a k_____ to being open to 
l__________ more. 

2. My_________ is up to _______.

If you are n_________, you provoke people to be 
n_________ towards you. If you are p________, it is 
difficult for people to be anything but 
p___________towards you.

A better use of spare time is: r_________.

3. My s___________ is g____________.

Why is your s_________ guaranteed
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The worst choice you can make is q_________.

How does Ron’s “moving to a new neighborhood” 
analogy apply to your business? (Add 3 Lines)

Affirmation: My s_________ is g_________ as long as I 
am c__________, c_________, and co____________.

It’s what you do d______ that creates a h_______.

4. I am v__________ and so is my t__________.

Are you going to w_________your time or i_________ in 
your time?

You must become the t___________ b_______ and the 
best e___________ all wrapped into one person!

To be a great person to get into business with, 
you simply have to be a_____ and a________.

____% of the people we speak to are not a good fit 
for the business…AND THAT IS OKAY!
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Share Joe’s “4 aces” analogy in your own words: 

You can lead a h_______to water but it is easier to 
find a t________ h__________.

We are in a business of s___________, not 
c_______________.

5. I have a l_______c____________ o_____________!

Affirmation: I have an o_____________ that will 
d_____________ change your l____________.

E______________ is c__________________.

Be in a h__________ and be s_________ about it.
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MODULE 10: ANSWERS

1. I believe in Constant And Never-ending 
Improvement

3 ways to be in C.A.N.I. are: 

a. Reading
b. Observing
c. Action

“I know that already.” is a killer to being open to 
learning more. 

2. My attitude is up to me.

If you are negative, you provoke people to be 
negative towards you. If you are positive, it is 
difficult for people to be anything but positive 
towards you.

A better use of spare time is: reading.

3. My success is guaranteed.

Why is your success guaranteed? (Because you 
are the one that makes all of the choices.)

The worst choice you can make is quitting.
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How does Ron’s “moving to a new neighborhood” 
analogy apply to your business? (Confidence 
allows you to be on autopilot regarding 
expectations and actions.)

Affirmation: My success is guaranteed as long as 
I am coachable, committed, and consistent.

It’s what you do daily that creates a habit.

4. I am valuable and so is my time.

Are you going to waste your time or invest in your 
time?

You must become the toughest boss and the best 
employee all wrapped into one person!

To be a great person to get into business with, 
you simply have to be able and available.

90% of the people we speak to are not a good fit 
for the business.

Share Joe’s “4 aces” analogy in your own words: 
(If I gave you a deck of 52 cards, and offered you 
$1,000 when you find the 4 aces, how quickly 
would you go through the deck? Super fast.)
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You can lead a horse to water but it is easier to 
find a thirsty horse.

We are in a business of sorting, not convincing.

5. I have a life changing opportunity!

Affirmation: I have an opportunity that will 
dramatically change your life.

Enthusiasm is contagious.

Be in a hurry and be smart about it.
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